
The Teric is the only watch for
all your diving needs

Various strap colours

Swift smart AI transmitter

Decompression computer

Gauge mode

CC/BO mode (Fixed PPO2)

OC Tec mode (Trimix enabled)

OC Rec mode (Nitrox to 99%)

Freediving mode 

Air integrated

316 stainless bezel & buttons

Bluetooth® LE

3 axis, tilt compensated, compass

22mm strap size (extender included)

Ballistic nylon polymer case

Switchable audible & vibration alerts

Number of transmitters (optional)

Upgradeable firmware

Up to 4

Full colour AMOLED

400 x 400

3.53cm / 1.39”

Rechargeable Li-ion battery

Factory replaceable

Up to 30 Hrs (Dive mode)

Up to 50 Hrs (Watch mode)

5 OC / 5 CC

200m / 660ft

500 hours 

Display type

Screen resolution

Display size

Sapphire window

Battery type

Battery life (AI enabled)

Number of gases

Depth rating

Dive log capacity (10 second rate)

FEATURES

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS & ACCESSORIES 

TERIC SPECIFICATIONS

Wireless charging station

Mac Windows iOS Android

Available for:

Review, edit and synchronize dive logs

All your dive information at your fingertips

Works with your desktop, phone or tablet

Update firmware or change your language 
on the go

Shearwater divers can now link their Teric dive 

watch and have the flexibility to share information 

between all devices.  The power to log your dives 

is now in your pocket.

www.shearwater.com/cloud



New Freediving mode

Sapphire crystal

Rugged construction

30+ hours Dive mode at 100% brightness

50+ hours Watch mode at 100% brightness

Bluetooth & wireless charging; no custom
cables required

Configurable, faster log sampling

Switchable audible and vibration motor 
alerts

Air Integration - up to 4 transmitters

Optional multi-colour straps are available

The Teric offers all of the great features that 
divers love in Shearwater computers and more: 

Transform your diving

Enhanced user interface:

4 button Interface

User customizable Function shortcut 
button

www.shearwater.com/products/teric
Learn more about the Teric at:

Full Colour. High Resolution. AMOLED. 

Intuitive controls and menu navigation along 
with a bright, vivid colour display. With a high 
degree of customization, the Teric brings 
divers a timepiece and dive computer of 
unprecedented capabilities.


